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One global, integrated approach
to cybersecurity and privacy to
handle all your needs now and
in the future.
International reach and local knowledge – we have deep
knowledge of US, UK and EU privacy and cybersecurity
laws and regulations, as well as in most jurisdictions
around the world, including China, Singapore and the
Middle East, as well as in Brazil and Canada.
Deep sector knowledge – there is no one-size-fits-all
solutions, and companies as well as industry sectors,
require specifically tailored advice.
Unique experience – our team has vast experience
planning for and responding to all manner of threats,
from natural to man-made to cyber. Our team includes
individuals who have been CTOs, GCs, regulators and
senior decision-makers in charge of highly sensitive
information. Our members have written policy, including
the US Cybersecurity Act of 2015 and New York State’s
Department of Financial Regulations, among others.
Business enabling – we deliver clear legal solutions to
enable the widest range of options for decision-makers.
Business focused – from increasing pressures on GCs
and CISOs to heightened threats, regulatory uncertainty
and “cyber fatigue,” we bring greater clarity, simplicity and
even opportunity.
Battle tested – if a breach occurs, we have a deep bench
of experienced professionals to calmly handle every aspect.
This includes notifications and regulatory actions as well as
the most complex, bet-the-company litigation and even
congressional or parliamentary investigations/inquiries.

“They really take an interest
in our business and see our
relationship as more than
simply client and lawyer.”

Award-winning
Cybersecurity and
Privacy Law practices

140+
team members

3,000+
attorneys across
Eversheds Sutherland

30

+

countries in which
Eversheds Sutherland
has offices

60

+

offices across Africa,
Asia, Europe, the
Middle East and the US

Chambers and Partners 2021
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Our practice
spans the full
range of data
law topics.
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Whether you call it privacy or data protection,
cyber or information security law, transparency
or information access laws, we can assist you.
Foresight – we advise on existing threats, regulations
and litigation risks, as well as on what to expect in the
future, so you can be prepared and can take advantage
of existing and future market opportunities.

Named in Law Firms
Best at Cybersecurity
report.

Charting a course – as potential security and privacyenhancing solutions (like encryption), or new business
models (like using Big Data or incorporating IoT
technology), can run up against regulations, particularly
in large markets like China, EU and the US, we advise on
the best way to navigate through the regulatory global
tangle, to maximize business opportunities and
minimize risk.

BTI Consulting Group

Always on call – if problems arise, we are prepared,
and we’ve got you covered. We are vastly experienced
in global notification requirements, as well as on quickly
containing a breach and responding to it from regulatory
action, litigation, public relations to congressional or
parliamentary inquiries—all to minimize the fallout and
to allow you to get back to business.
Crisis hotline – every organization faces a crisis from
time to time. The form it takes will vary depending on
the particular risks your business is exposed to, but the
outcome is usually the same — interruption to your
business and a threat to your future. The actions you take
immediately after a crisis breaks are the most important.
Call our 24-hour crisis hotline and we will ensure that
you are on the road to recovery immediately.
Call the Eversheds Sutherland crisis hotline numbers:
+44 20 7919 0828 (UK) or +1 404 853 8252 (US).
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Cybersecurity
“They feel much more solid as an
international firm, speaking with one
voice, it always feels well [coordinated],
and they have an overall manager who
[coordinates] all their tech work.”
Chambers & Partners 2020.
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How we can help
Breach/
cyber attack

Incident
response plan
of action to
minimize risk
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multijurisdictional litigation
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– proactively brief boards
and senior executives
– draft cybersecurity and privacy
plans and procedures
– identify and mitigate risk
– review existing cyber insurance
– embrace tech opportunities
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Cybersecurity
experience
Consumer
– assisted a credit card processing company with a
breach and notifications to individuals under state
privacy laws and engaging credit monitoring
company; the breach affected individuals in
approximately 30 jurisdictions
– appointed as sole global privacy and cybersecurity
counsel to a British technology company
– appointed as sole global privacy and cybersecurity
counsel to multinational chemical company

Energy
– advising independent generator and generation
and transmission cooperative on NERC
cybersecurity requirements
– advising a major mutual insurance company in
developing a new cyber insurance product for the
energy industry
– represented a Danish business conglomerate with
activities in India in the transport, logistics and energy
sectors, when the client’s systems were attacked
by ransomware

Financial services
– advising a major mutual fund and its investment
adviser on the development and implementation of
cybersecurity policies and procedures designed to
meet SEC requirements, including a focus on vendors,
sub-advisers and incident response planning
– counseling a privately held insurance and financial
services holding company on state notification
requirements and engaging credit monitoring for
affected and potentially affected customers of
a data breach
– advising a major insurance company and affiliated
broker-dealer/investment adviser on a data breach,
including retention and work with a consulting firm to
determine the cause of the breach and its scope; we
self-reported the breach and our findings to the SEC
and FINRA, and the matter was closed without action
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Industrials
– advising a Fortune 500 global chemical company on a
range of data privacy and cyber-related issues as their
sole legal provider
– counseled a Fortune 100 multinational industrial
company on a cyber breach that threatened highly
confidential business information and personally
identifiable information
– assisted a global manufacturing company on a
phishing-related breach involving huge amounts of
affected data by setting up a 24-hour “watch floor”
to continuously be with the client across time zones

Insurance
– conducting a privileged cybersecurity assessment for
a major retirement benefits and life insurance company
with a national cybersecurity consulting firm and
advising the client on preparation for regulatory
examinations, incident response and potential litigation
– advising a leading mutual insurance company through
the development of a new cybersecurity coverage and
services offering
– advising a provider of liability insurance to the utility and
energy industries on the potential impact of the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners
Insurance Data Security Model Law draft and the
proposed New York Department of Financial Services
Cybersecurity Requirements for Financial Services
Companies, and revision of its information security
policies and procedures to meet new regulatory
requirements and the current cyber threat environment,
and advising them on the use of big data analytics in
their underwriting process

– representing a large health care insurer on a breach
response and notification (including state and
HIPAA notifications), and class action defense
(three jurisdictions and appeal to DC Circuit);
additionally, we engaged with the FBI and the US
National Cyber Investigative Joint Task Force in
relation to the incident
– successfully defended a putative class action in
California state court involving allegations of an alleged
data breach following the theft of computer hardware
containing medical and other personally identifying
information (PII) from a third-party vendor’s offices and
obtained a highly favorable settlement resulting in the
dismissal of all claims with prejudice

Litigation
– successfully defending an insurer’s subsidiary in
a putative class action involving an alleged data
breach by a subsidiary’s vendor
– representing the UK subsidiary of one of the largest
global credit reference agencies in the publicly
announced FCA and ICO enforcement investigation
that was commenced in Q4 2017, following a significant
cybersecurity breach in the United States. This
continues to be one of the largest incidents reported in
recent times, and we have worked closely with the
client to ensure consistency in approach across
multiple jurisdictions and multiple contemporaneous
regulatory investigations and claims activity

Health and Life Sciences
– advising a leading medical device manufacturing
company with strategic and legal crisis responses on
any issues the client has faced in relation to multiple,
distinct data breaches and a separate ransomware
attack that crippled its global manufacturing
capabilities. We have led on work in these privileged
investigations in information security incidents and
provided strategic counsel in connection with state data
breach notifications
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Technology, Media and Telecoms
– advising a leading global publicly traded technology
company on breach response in over 24 global
jurisdictions, including all 50 states in the US, Puerto
Rico and EU, as well as proactively advising on privacy
for the development of advanced new products
– assisting credit card processing company with a breach
and notifications to individuals under state privacy laws
and engaging a credit monitoring company; the breach
affects individuals in approximately 30 jurisdictions
– advising an internet commerce company following
discovery of a cybersecurity breach by a criminal
hacking group and conducting negotiations with the US
Department of Justice and the Naval Criminal
Investigative Service to get additional information about
the hackers and the data that was stolen
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“This is a solid global team with a
strong cooperation. This is very
helpful, particularly when dealing
with matters that impact multiple
jurisdictions. Eversheds
Sutherland is my preferred
partner for cyber response, not
only because of their expertise,
but because they have become an
extension of my team.”
Chambers USA 2019
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BreachLawWATCH
Evershed Sutherland’s BreachLawWATCH mobile
app provides easy, consistent access to data breach
statutes across a growing number of jurisdictions
including Europe, Asia and the United States.
– view recent cybersecurity
and data breach-related news
– use the BreachHELP! form to
submit questions to our global
cybersecurity team
The Eversheds Sutherland
BreachLawWATCH app is
available for free download
in the Apple App Store
and Google Play.
Breach Laws
CHINA
Mainland China
European Union
European Union
HONG KONG
Hong Kong
JAPAN
Japan
PHILIPPINES
Philippines
SINGAPORE
Singapore
UNITED STATES
Alabama
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Privacy
“They are excellent – helpful,
responsive, and they provide
sound legal advice.“
Chambers & Partners 2020.
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How we can help
Full-service advice

Planning and preparation

– helping you with your product and service offering
development through its life cycle, to align with privacy
requirements on privacy by design and default

– record retention and document management of policy
development or record retention, document
management and policy development

– advising international clients on their privacy programs
including prioritization of work streams, as well as
delivery of specific components

– handling staff data on a multijurisdictional basis and
addressing the industrial relations issues which can
arise as new data policies, contracts and procedures
are introduced

– addressing privacy issues for customers and suppliers
contracting for cloud-based solutions
– data protection aspects of acquisitions and divestitures,
joint ventures and other major transactions

– global data transfer solutions for personal data,
including Binding Corporate Rules, Privacy Shield
and approved form contracts

– strategies for dealing with emerging localization/data
location requirements, including Russia and China

Tailored training and experience
workshops

– responding to government and other agency
access and retention requests

– providing tailored training on data protection and
simulated cyberattacks

– supporting public authorities and affected private
sector clients to respond to information access
requests and protect valuable confidential information
against unexpected disclosure

Risk management

– advising on data analytics and transfers among
strategic business partners and data aggregators

– responding to data security incidents and counselling
on reporting requirements
– handling complaints and requests from individuals
and regulatory bodies and providing guidance in the
face of investigations, prosecution and claims
– defending privacy claims and addressing privacy
issues in other litigation and disclosure processes
– appeals against supervisory authority decisions
through court or tribunal decisions
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Whitepapers on application of cloud services

Privacy experience

The International Comparative Legal Guide:
A practical cross-border insight into
cybersecurity work
2nd Edition: Cybersecurity 2019

Consumer

Industrials

– advising a multinational consumer sector client (with
high street and online presence) on their increasing
subject access requests following a business
restructure during the COVID-19 pandemic. Setting up
a practical and cost-efficient specific SAR handling
process, we utilized our ES Locate technology (reviews
document deduplication, redaction and management)
to advise on strategic redaction application and
disclosure protocols, while keeping the requestor up to
date and on side

– advising a leading international security services
company on their data compliance and assorted
data-related projects

– advising a multinational consumer sector client in the
review and update of their in-store and online
marketing strategy to ensure we’re making the most of
the marketing data they could (lawfully) collect and
commercialize, including advising on changes to
existing customer journeys
– advising a multinational food and drink business to
centralize and share their employee and customer data
across their global business. We assisted with data
protection impact assessments, new fair processing
notices for different classes of data subject, new data
protection policies and procedures with a foundation in
GDPR compliance, as well as an international intragroup data sharing agreement to codify the data
sharing practices taking place internationally (and
dealing with risks post-Schrems II)

Energy
– advising a Norway-based company regarding HIPAA
Breach Notification Rule Safe Harbor Review

Financial services
– providing privacy policy advice to a $3B asset
management firm
– provides comprehensive cybersecurity and privacy
compliance advice to an energy industry insurer,
including on regulations by NAIC and the New York
State Department of Financial Services
– serve as lead counsel to numerous industry-leading
companies in a range of highly sensitive privacy crisis
response matters
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– advising several aerospace clients on the interplay of
export control and data protection rules in order to
achieve compliance in both spheres
– advising a vehicle manufacturer on a new connected
car platform across 30+ countries
– undertaking a multinational privacy governance
review in conjunction with our consulting practice
for an international vehicle manufacturer

Insurance
– advising an insurance sector client on a number of
complex subject access requests relating to a litigious
former claimant about whom the client held a
significant amount of “in-scope” personal data (more
than 400,000 relevant records). We used our ES Locate
technology (reviews document deduplication,
redaction and management) to advise on strategic
redaction application and disclosure protocols, while
keeping the requestor up to date and on side
– counseling a leading national life insurance company
on changes to its consumer privacy and security
practice notices under US federal and state privacy laws
and regulations and advised the company on responses
to minor data breaches

Helping it all click into place
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Health and Life Sciences

Technology, Media and Telecoms

– advised a leading US-based healthcare insurer on a
wide range of matters, including their ongoing
representation of their 2015 data security event that
affected more than 1.1 million individuals; directed the
incident investigation; advised on state law and HIPAA
notifications to affected individuals and regulators;
engaged with federal and state regulators, including
state insurance commissions, the US Department of
Health and Human Services, the FBI and the US National
Cyber Investigative Joint Task Force; and provided
strategic and legal counsel in defending three
class-action law suits against the client

– providing extensive, cutting edge legal advice and
counseling to one of the top ten most valuable
technology companies in the world, at the intersection
of Artificial Intelligence, Augmented Reality, data privacy
and cybersecurity, as well as advising on accessibility
and intellectual property

– advising a global life sciences company, on their
personal data protection practices in China, including
ensuring they remain compliant with PRC legislation
after initially being prepared under GDPR. We have
also advised on cross-border data transfers, the
legitimate collection of personal data, and
the identification of critical information relating
to infrastructure operators

– advising a post-data breach services provider on the
data protection risks associated with their international
roll out of certain new product ranges, which help
protect against inappropriate social media content, and
provide identity theft protection services for families
– advising a global technology company on the conduct
of background checks across 60+ countries for supplier
personnel, as well as a refresh and expansion of
previous advice provided in relation to the handling of
job applicants’ personal data

– advising a bioscience research institute regarding
international transfers of biological data

Updata

See the latest edition here:

Updata is an international report
produced by Eversheds Sutherland’s
dedicated Privacy and Cybersecurity
team – it provides you with a
compilation of key privacy and
cybersecurity regulatory and
legal developments from the
past quarter.
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GDPR
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
significantly impacts how organizations collect
and process personal information.

Eversheds Sutherland has advised clients across a
spectrum of regulated and nonregulated sectors on
their GDPR programs, helping them plan, budget and
implement their compliance protocols, as well as
assess their strategy and response to the change in
risk profile.
Our integrated team has provided analysis and
practical solutions to companies as the formal
adoption occurred in 2018 and the
GDPR has been in effect.

We have tried and tested practical
advice on:
– territorial scope and application
– data processor obligations
– data security and breach reporting
– international data transfers
– governance (privacy impact assessments, data
protection officers and more)
– non-compliance: enforcement and sanctions
– profiling
– data subjects’ rights
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Industrials
GDPR is the EU-wide data protection
legislation. It requires greater
transparency and accountability
from companies, and imposes greater
privacy protections for individuals.
Regulators have a range of significant
sanctions to enforce compliance.
View our GDPR hub to find
more information:
www.eversheds-sutherland.com/gdpr

GDPR experience
Consumer
– advised a global luxury group, following the entry into
force of the GDPR, on updating policies for their video
surveillance systems and reviewing CCTV regulations
across its global footprint, including considerations in
data protection, employment and specific local laws
applicable where operations are not limited to
EU territories
– advised an online retailer of licensed sportswear, sports
equipment and merchandise in its GDPR positioning in
relation to the company’s global deal with an American
integrated media and entertainment company

Energy
– advised electric cooperatives on GDPR issues

Financial services
– advised a British multinational investment bank and
financial services company, including their Business
Support, Asset Management and Lending & Finance
divisions. We assisted in preparing GDPR advice across
several countries in Europe, to enable consistent
and readily understandable advice across all of the
countries concerned. We also assisted with local
GDPR compliance issues at the national level in
multiple European jurisdictions, including reviewing
and amending contractual agreements surrounding
processor terms, assisting on the implementation of
measures to protect confidential and commercially
sensitive information, and supporting on subject access
requests and complexities arising from them

– advised a US trade organization on GDPR compliance
– advised a global manufacturer with GDPR compliance
– advised the industry leader of custom picture
frames with GDPR compliance

Insurance
– advised the leading Germany-based insurer, across
multiple jurisdictions on a wide range of data protection
issues revolving around the implementation of GDPR;
but most recently, with the design of a new insurtech
product, we advised on the latest US privacy laws,
GDPR and the CCPA to ensure compliance
– counseling a leading national life insurance company
on changes to its consumer privacy and security
practice notices under US federal and state privacy
laws and regulations and advised the company on
responses to minor data breaches

Technology, Media and Telecoms
– advised Coupa Software Inc. on their GDPR
implementation including the drafting of privacy
notices and data sharing agreements, negotiations
of data processing agreements with customers,
alongside strategic consulting as a US cloud provider
– advised a completely independent voice AI platform
which allows companies to create intelligent brandspecific voice AI platforms, on all data protection
matters in relation to its product offering, including
drafting appropriate privacy notices and data protection
policies in order to ensure GDPR compliance
– advised a global electronics company on the
implementation of a GDPR compliance program, with
the integration of new global privacy documents into
the local market, and privacy advice on marketing
campaigns and events organization. We also supported
a major project involving the review and update
of the clients e-marketplace documentation which
involved multiple data processing issues and the
drafting of terms and conditions, privacy statements
and policies
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CCPA
On June 28, 2018, California
passed a sweeping new privacy
bill, AB 375, now known as the
California Consumer Privacy
Act of 2018 (CCPA).
On January 1, 2020, the California Consumer Privacy Act
of 2018 (CCPA) came into effect. It imposes substantial
privacy obligations on companies worldwide (not just in
California) and provides individuals with enhanced privacy
rights. The California Attorney General began enforcing
the CCPA on July 1, 2020.
In November 2020, however, California voters approved
the California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA), which significantly
amends the CCPA. When it goes into effect in 2023, the
CPRA will further strengthen the rights of California
residents and will further tighten regulations on the use,
retention and sharing of personal information. It also
expands the private right of action.
In addition, the CPRA established a new government
agency for state-wide data privacy enforcement called the
California Privacy Protection Agency.
While the CPRA brings California’s sweeping privacy law
closer to Europe’s GDPR, it is still a distinct privacy
regulation. In other words, compliance with the GDPR,
while very helpful, is not enough to satisfy the CCPA/
CPRA.
The expanded private right of action and the CCPA also
indicate that the costs of noncompliance greatly outstrip
the costs of compliance.

CCPA Experience
We have advised companies across many industries
on how to comply with California’s new and
impending privacy law, and how to leverage existing
compliance efforts to do so efficiently.
For example, we are:
– advising a Fortune 50 global technology company
on compliance with the CCPA/CPRA in terms of
breach reporting and new product development
– advising multiple insurance companies on how to
comply with the CCPA, while making optimal use
of the GLBA exemption
– advising a printing company, a shipping company,
an AdTech company, and multiple insurance
companies on their CCPA compliance programs,
as well as how to either avoid a “sale” of data under
the CCPA or how to manage the sale of data

California’s new privacy law, the CPRA, was
approved: Now what?
Accessibility—The hidden A in the CCPA
Twisting in the Wind—California Attorney
General issues revised CCPA regulations
New CCPA amendments bring clarity
prior to the January 1, 2020 deadline
US Cybersecurity and Data Privacy review
and update: Looking back on 2019 and
planning ahead for 2020
Legal Alert: California’s GDPR has
become law

Please visit our CCPA site:
www.californiaconsumerprivacy.com
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California’s new data privacy law:
What you need to know
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Brexit
How we
can help
No longer is Brexit a contingency event
in the future — companies need to
undertake a more thorough analysis now
before transferring data from the EU to
the UK post-Brexit.
Our team provides advice on adequacy
assessments and compliance actions
that may also be needed with non-EU
countries with privacy laws, to ensure
you are prepared for a post-Brexit
adequacy decision. We can also help
with the appointment of EU/UK
representatives or register DPOs, which
are essential with a UK GDPR and a
separate EU GDPR. We can assist with
multijurisdictional and/or multisite issues
and are able to provide a practical
strategic overview of compliance risks
and requirements as well as
implementing essential agreed
compliance in each affected site.
With the increase in threats to digital
resilience from data security, geopolitical
influences and evolving data and cyber
law around the globe, we can help you
move forward with data strategies which
help you to consider and be better
placed to respond to those threats.

Brexit
experience
We provide advice on compliance
arrangements regarding the flow of
personal data between entities, including

Three key takeaways for
businesses at the moment
1. undertake a more thorough
analysis before transferring data
from the EU to the UK postBrexit, even if you use the
standard contractual clauses
2. make sure you know your data,
which laws apply to individual
data streams, and if you need to
appoint EU/UK Representatives
or register DPOs, especially now
that there is a UK GDPR and a
separate EU GDPR
3. adequacy assessments and
compliance actions may also be
needed with non-EU countries
with privacy laws

through the use of service and
outsourced partners. We also advise on
the export of data, such as assisting with
service contracts, data processor
wording, data transfer agreements, the
replacement of privacy shield and
advising in relation to binding corporate
rules.
Our recent experience includes advising:
– a number of global organizations,
including a software provider and
consumer retailers, on the
requirements for an EU representative
in respect to their UK businesses
– a global logistics provider on their
intra-group data transfer
arrangements between EU locations
and UK locations post-Brexit
– a travel service provider on the impact
of Brexit to their travel booking
processes and outsourced IT systems
– a major consumer-facing group on
moving its natural lead supervisory
authority from the UK to Spain in
preparation for Brexit

Please visit our Brexit hub:
www.eversheds-sutherland.com/brexit
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Partner
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Sarah Paul
Partner
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franknolan
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sarahpaul
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Counsel
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ianshelton
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Brandi Taylor
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